Age-related quantitative changes in mitochondria of satellite cell sheaths enveloping spinal ganglion neurons in the rabbit.
We studied mitochondria in the satellite cell sheaths which envelope the spinal ganglion neurons of rabbits aged 12, 42, and 79 months. While the mean cytoplasmic volume of satellite cell sheaths did not change significantly with age, the mean percentage of cytoplasmic volume occupied by mitochondria decreased with age. This decrease is mainly due to a reduction in the total mitochondrial mass and only in minor part is a consequence of lipofuscin accumulation. Mitochondrial structure did not change, while mitochondrial size increased with age. Comparison between mitochondria in nerve cell bodies and those in satellite cell sheaths showed that: (1) the mean percentage of cytoplasmic volume occupied by mitochondria was greater in nerve cell bodies than satellite cell sheaths and the ratio between these two percentages remained constant with advancing age; (2) the total mitochondrial mass was much greater in nerve cell bodies than satellite cell sheaths and the ratio between these two values increased with age; (3) the extent of increase of mitochondrial size with age was similar in nerve cell bodies and satellite cell sheaths. The results of the present study suggest that: (1) the ability of satellite cell sheaths to produce energy decreases with age; (2) the decreased ability of sensory neurons in old animals to meet high energy demands may be partly due to the diminished contribution of their associated satellite cell sheaths.